Xs850 for sale

Refine your search. Belt 1 Chain 1. Electric 3. Google Ads. Yamaha Xs For Sale 16 results.
Refine search. Original paint and seat. Twin vacuum assist petcocks, locking fuel cap. Has great
paint, inside tank is rust free. Newer tires, fresh oils, carbs rebuilt and synced Miles. Custom
tank Custom front fork Custom dashboard complete Custom seat in vintage leather with
diamond stitching Custom exhaust with special headers wrap Two Rea. This runs good and is
all original except for the seat, battery and tires. The exhaust is original and is in nice condition.
One of the pictures is a close up of the gas tank to show the blue flake that is in the paint. Tires
are in good shape. All electrical works including the electric start. Yamaha XS Motorcycle.
Modified matte black tank and body. Is ready to be ridden another 20k miles.. Brand new tires,
comes with detachable travel rack pictured as well as detachable backrest for passenger. Bike
runs in great condition, Electrical starter functions with no issues, have never had to utilize the
kick start which is a rare feature. Chrome is in fair condition. Taken care of bike has just under
original miles. The Midnight Special has the gloss black, and Gold treatment, this gave it a one
of a kind, head turning look! This bike received rave reviews in Cycle World, who called it a
"Bargain BMW" and rated it one of their top 10 bikes in the world. The Yamaha factory "special"
is the fore fathers of the modern day cruiser. The feeling of a three-banger comes from the dual
life it leads. The XS is a strong running right off the line and makes a good amount of power
through its rev range. Not to say that it's a tire shredding beast, but rather a competent motor
for hauling around a rider or two and their gear. This one came to us as a trade in. We have
serviced it, It has like new tires on it, both the front, and the rear! The seat has had a recover job
done on it and a good job was done. This bike, and lots of other ones can be seen at brennys
dot com, be sure to check it out!!! Be sure to check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of
other bikes, scooters, and ATVs!! Hard to find classic midnight special. Yamaha xs ran great
before the rubber intake for carbs got a hole in it so it will need that fixed also needs clamps to
hold bars down other then those issues it runs good fired right up has collector plates all lamps
work but the rear turns need bulbs new rear tire have title price is obo trades welcome call txt
weston xxxxListing originally posted at http. Radio works perfectly. Beautiful unrestored perfect
example of an XS that is not only hard to find but almost impossible to find in this condition
Radio. The yamaha xs and xs both utilized 3 cylinder engines triples produced from The cc
replacement for the xs was a very similar beast just with bigger barrels and pistons, a beefier
crankshaft, a wider primary chain, better oil ways and the addition of an oil cooler. Also added
were frame improvements including a new swing arm mounting and alloy footrest carriers. It
started as a clean bike in perfect running order with just over 16, miles. It has since been
completely customized and every mechanical part has been rebuilt or replaced. Not only that
but everything has been powder coated or painted with the exception of a couple of chrome
items. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy. Make Yamaha. Model XS Model XS. Try this again do
to nonpaying bidder. This bike is complete, minus battery, with a key and a clear title in my
name. I have never seen or heard it run and I'm unsure of mechanical condition. The engine is
stuck and will not turn over, throttle has limited movement as well. Transmission shifts through
all gears and clutch moves freely. Gas tank has rust inside and was poorly repainted. Seat is
torn on both sides at bottom edges with tiny spots of what is believed to be latex paint. It has
scrapes, and scratches all over as seen in pics but presentable for its age. Tires appear to be
very good with no cracks visible. Again this bike does need work and will be sold as is. Any
questions? Email, Text or call Thanks for looking. Model WRF. Model Xs SG. Asking obo. Lot of
time into this bike. New tires, just tuned up, great shape. Not factory paint. Email me at with any
questions. The bike is in perfect riding condition. It has always been stored in a garage and
cared for. I am the third owner, I bought it last year in perfect condition and had it checked by
my mechanic who confirmed everything is perfect. I have a new job and have to travel
frequently thats why I'm selling it. It is a pity to have a beauty like this sitting in the garage. I will
add more pictures in the next few days Here are some of the specs Make Model. Make Honda.
Model Rebel. Make Can-Am. Raise your expectations, not your price range. Get the all-terrain
performance you'd expect from Can-Am at the most accessible price ever. Make
Harley-Davidson. Long-range comfort. Long-haul features. Turn heads as you eat up the road,
solo or sharing the journey. Take a minute to learn more about all the features on this
motorcycle. Make Suzuki. Model Gs Custom cruiser bars and Harley head lamps. New wiring.
Three cylinder and shaft driven. Has original oil cooler. Added stainless steel braided front
brake lines. Newer battery and tires have a lot of life left in them. Small ding on left side of gas
tank, not sure how it got there. This bike has never been down. Chrome fenders and original
exhaust. Has it's original tool kit and a "sissy" bar with mounting hardware included. Original
owner's manual and Clymer Guide included with sale. The motorcycle was taken all the way to
the frame to be sanded and repainted. There is no rust anywhere on the bike. I have the clean
title in hand. The bike runs perfectly, as well as all switches, lights, turn signals, electric starter

and kickstart. The bike is in perfect condition. The tank has been painted with Magnetic Gray
Metallic paint to perfection. The tires are brand new. The engine is also new and runs extremely
well. It has no problem starting. The speedometer, tachometer, hand switches, and cables are
all brand new. The exhaust has been wrapped in black fiberglass embedded exhaust wrap for
heat displacement and aesthetics. It can be easily taken off without any hassle if desired. The
seat was custom made by Atkinson Upholstery in Logan, Utah. This bike comes with a
functioning center stand and kickstand. Center stands are extremely useful when doing any
maintenance or for a more sturdy stance when parking. The title is ready to be signed over to
the first interested party and is ready to pass inspection. It is completely road ready. Feel free to
text, call or email with any questions! I'll post as many pictures as I can. My email address as
well as a link for a video of the bike running is listed below. The bike is currently in Salt Lake
City, Utah. To view that information, please click on the "view website" link in the details section
below. Most of our bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and have a nationwide warranty of up
to days. And yes, we also take trades! Payson, AZ. Bayfield, CO. Easton, PA. Memphis, TN.
Lyles, TN. Alpharetta, GA. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles
for Sale Yamaha Xs Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Honda Model Rebel.
Year Make Suzuki Model Gs Year - Make - Model -. Prev 1 2 3 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Yamaha. Model XS
Model XS. Try this again do to nonpaying bidder. This bike is complete, minus battery, with a
key and a clear title in my name. I have never seen or heard it run and I'm unsure of mechanical
condition. The engine is stuck and will not turn over, throttle has limited movement as well.
Transmission shifts through all gears and clutch moves freely. Gas tank has rust inside and
was poorly repainted. Seat is torn on both sides at bottom edges with tiny spots of what is
believed to be latex paint. It has scrapes, and scratches all over as seen in pics but presentable
for its age. Tires appear to be very good with no cracks visible. Again this bike does need work
and will be sold as is. Any questions? Email, Text or call Thanks for looking. The bike is in
perfect riding condition. It has always been stored in a garage and cared for. I am the third
owner, I bought it last year in perfect condition and had it checked by my mechanic who
confirmed everything is perfect. I have a new job and have to travel frequently thats why I'm
selling it. It is a pity to have a beauty like this sitting in the garage. I will add more pictures in the
next few days Here are some of the specs Make Model. Model XS SG. Hard to find classic
Midnight Special. Runs nice with clean title. Model WRF. Model FJ Model Stryker. And with fuel
injection, a 1, cc v-twin, and a beautiful final belt drive, the Stryker churns out plenty of low-end
torque that gets to the ground in a very satisfying way. It's time for an attitude adjustment!
Model FJRA. All-new for , the FJR sets the benchmark against which all other supersport
tourers are measured. New state-of-the-art innovations include electronic cruise control, a
traction control system, drive-mode that lets you select the performance character, meter panel
design with advanced styling and function, and a new aerodynamic front cowling design for
improved comfort on long distance rides. If you're serious about supersport touring, welcome
to the head of the class. Model Bolt C-Spec. The Bolt C-Spec uses modern technology to create
a riding experience superior to other similarly sized machines. Fuel injection and ignition timing
maps have been set to deliver class-leading performance with strong low- and mid-range torque
sure to bring a smile to every rider s face. A belt
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drive is used to deliver power to the back wheel resulting in an almost maintenance free final
drive system that is both durable and reliable. Designers and fabricators will love the real steel
fenders and belt design as they take the Bolt C-spec and fulfill the Star mantra of we build it,
you make it your own. Here is a classic bike that is ready to ride. This cruiser is all stock with
new tires and brakes. Model Xs SG. Asking obo. Lot of time into this bike. New tires, just tuned
up, great shape. Not factory paint. Email me at with any questions. Make Honda. Model Rebel.
Alamo Heights, TX. Baton Rouge, LA. Waterford, MI. Olmos Park, TX. Lebanon, OH. Rock
Springs, WY. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Yamaha Xs Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Year Make Yamaha
Model Stryker. Year Make Honda Model Rebel. Prev 1 2 3 4 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

